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TOWARDS A BRIGHTER FUTURE...
In the two ‘lit’ parish wards - Loudwater and
Flackwell Heath - all the footpath lights we
provide have this summer been replaced with
ultra-efficient LED lights.

the footpath below, reducing the spill and glare
from ‘wasted light’. We also specified that the
lights be programmed to provide a constant
light output over the years, rather than the level
deteriorating as the bulbs age. In addition the
80 or so bulbs on our all-night routes will dim
down after midnight, further reducing energy
consumption and CO² emissions.

Five years ago with our lanterns beginning to
come to the end of their useful life - weather
steadily corrodes their metal fittings and
sunlight denatures plastic shrouds causing
them to become brittle - we put in place plans
for a major upgrade and take advantage of the
new LED bulbs starting to become available for
street lighting.

Last autumn we put out to tender a request to
provide and fit over 500 LED lanterns, replace
over 150 aluminium columns whose welds
were corroding out-of-sight internally and also
replace with galvanised steel over 110 old iron
brackets fixed to timber poles.

As we watched and waited for LED technology
to improve and the cost of compatible street
lanterns to drop as the demand for them grew,
we continued to put aside the savings we were
already making by having previously checked
that we were paying only for ‘our’ lights (we
‘gave away’ over 40 lights that had over time
crept onto our inventory and costing us about
£80 per light each year) and by ensuring that
the many all-night/part-night discrepancies we
found were corrected.

The cost? Nearly £200,000.

Two years ago we had sample LED lanterns put
up to help ascertain the best options for us.
The new LED lights provide a warm-white light
similar to daylight and project light down onto
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How to pay for it?
For a start by taking an interest-free loan from
SALIX, a scheme for providing schools, hospitals
and local authorities with interest-free loans
for energy efficiency projects. The loan is to
be repaid over no more than five years from
the energy savings made. We have received a
loan of £76,000 and with electric consumption
anticipated to be about 20% of current usage
(less than 18 watts compared to 85 watts) we
can easily pay off the loan.

The balance of about £124,000 will be covered
by the reserves we have been putting aside
and by the savings we will make in future
maintenance. At least 60%. Though there will
still be some regular costs the new LED fittings
have a 10 year guarantee and are fitted with
LED bulbs that last for at least fifteen years,
compared to five or six for years for yellow
sodium-based bulbs.
It really is a win, win for the parish council and
our residents.

What, only two wards out of three with footpath lights?
Yes, just Loudwater and Flackwell Heath.
Years ago when the council decided to install footpath lighting, residents in each of the three
wards were given the opportunity to decide whether or not they wanted footpath lights and
were prepared to pay for the costs of both installation and subsequent costs in energy and
maintenance.
Both Loudwater and Flackwell Heath voted ‘Yes’ and each of the two wards paid a special
precept levy, over and above the general parish precept, to pay both for the costs of installation
and operation. This special precept was withdrawn many years ago and the costs are now paid
for out of the normal precept.
Tylers Green residents voted ‘No’ as there was a general feeling that the lights would change the
ambiance of the area by making it more suburban. Over the years there has been the occasional
call for street lights to be provided and the council has responded by enabling local residents to
once again vote on the issue. There have been at least three such local referendums over the last
thirty years and each time the result has been definite’ No’.
Those lights that are occasionally found in Tylers Green have been provided by developers who
wanted the county council to adopt roads they provided.

FAREWELL T0 CHRIS SMITH
In February 2017 Chris, who had been with the parish council since October 2013, fell ill.
We all hoped that he would return to work, however, as time went on we all realised that Chris
would not be returning. So, in June, Chris eventually resigned due to ill health.
During his time at the parish council he had designed the new allotment database and the
cemetery database, acting as the deputy clerk, in February 2016, he took over the administration
of the Amenity Land committee and with his specific skill set was able to pull the parish council
into the 20th century by upgrading certain areas of our IT.
Since leaving the parish council Chris has retired with his wife, Dot, to Devon.
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SAY HELLO TO OUR NEW
COUNCILLORS

CHAIRMAN’S LETTER
You will see elsewhere in the magazine that
we have had some changes to members. We
say goodbye to Bill Sadler who has decided
to step down and I would like to personally
add my thanks for all he has done during
his term of office. We will miss Bill’s ever
cheery presence; you always knew when he
had arrived for a meeting! In his place, we
welcome Peter Miller and we also welcome
Lenny White who has filled the vacancy for
Flackwell Heath. I look forward to working
with them both.

Peter Miller – member for
Tylers Green
As a recently co-opted member of
the council I am on a steep learning
curve but am committed to do my
best to serve local residents to the
best of my ability.
By way of introduction, my wife
Laurel and I have lived in the area for more than 20 years
moving to our new home on Tylers Green Back Common
about 18 months ago.
Until the start of 2017 I worked for 12 years in an
international educational assessment role for Edexcel, the
largest UK examination board. Prior to this I spent 30 years
working for international technology companies. Laurel is
a trained teacher and works part-time supporting young
children with special educational needs.

There had been a lot of comments recently
regarding the state of the recycling centre
at Cock Lane. Unfortunately, it has become
a dumping ground, mostly we believe from
trade waste. Wycombe District Council have
been doing their best to clear it but as soon
as they do it is full again. As a result of this,
and also because so much more waste is
now collected kerbside, the decision was
taken to remove the bins at the beginning
of October. We will remain vigilant for fly
tipping and will report anyone who does
and Bucks CC has a very good record of
searching for evidence of those who engage
in fly tipping and prosecuting.

I am a non-executive director for Gabbitas, an international
educational consultancy business based in London.
I am also a member of the Board of the Penn & Tylers
Green Residents Society, chairing the Penn School Working
Group. I am an active volunteer for the Chiltern Society
and a member of the Parkinson’s UK Research Support
Network.
I was recently appointed as vice chairman of the British &
Foreign School Society, a large grant-giving educational
charity with a Royal Charter where I have served as a
trustee for 5 years.

Our work at the parish continues apace. You
will have noticed that our new ladder boards
are beginning to appear around the wards,
to detail our land and property and that the
change to LED lighting for our footpaths in
Flackwell Heath and Loudwater is just about
complete and we are investigating the costs
for the next phases of the playgrounds in
Ashley Drive and Straight Bit to see how
much more we can do. All whilst keeping
our land and property to the best of our
ability which has been particularly difficult
this year as the growing season has been so
prolific. As soon as something has been cut
back it has grown back!

I have two grown-up children and three grandchildren.
Lenny White – member for
Flackwell Heath
I moved from West London to
Wooburn Green in 2005 and after a
long term relationship, married Joh
in 2006. A couple of years later we
had twin girls and rapidly ran out of
space in our home which prompted
us to move up the hill to Flackwell Heath. Sociable and
community minded, I had a short stint with Marlow Round
Table which I found thoroughly enjoyable but had to leave
due to excessive work commitments. Following that I
joined the Flackwell Heath Residents Association (FHRA),
where I am currently the treasurer and have played a part in
organising the summer fete & picnic, amongst other things.

Please make sure you read all the news in
this magazine and if you have any questions
or comments then please do not hesitate to
contact us.
Cllr Katrina Wood - Chairman

I own my own business in High Wycombe and have to
carefully balance my time between this and my other
passion, my family, who are clearly number 1!
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GRANTS

were on benefits in our area, and has been
slowly declining. It started out at £18,100 and in
this financial year has dropped to £9,200. It may
go altogether. Currently it represents about 2.7%
of our total precept.

The council has a budget of £2,000 this financial
year and £1,000 has already been approved. The
monies are intended to help community based
groups in our area and the clerk has full details
of our requirements for any application. We may,
unusually for this council, soon have allocated
all of our available funds but early applications
for the next financial year are always welcome.
Applications should always be completed two
weeks before a Finance and General Purposes
meeting whose dates can be found on our
website.

We have for the last 3 years passed the small
reduction in grant onto our precept by way of
an increased charge but absorbed the increases
in our costs from utility charges, salaries etc.
In reality the precept charged is part of a much
larger bill we all pay to Wycombe District
Council and it includes county costs and other
authorities. Currently for a Band D property it
is about £54.33 and a 10% change would be
about 10p per week and probably not noticed
by many. For that reason we have tried to
improve our service whilst delivering some small
efficiencies.

CHEPPING WYCOMBE PARISH
COUNCIL ANNUAL RETURN
This is the form the clerk completes annually
with input from our internal auditor and it was
sent to Mazars, the external auditor, for the
final time this year. It summarises our financial
position and our income and expenditure. We
have to thank the clerk for her hard work in
completing this and for having it available for
public inspection. The internal auditor comes
to our offices and spends a day reconciling the
numbers and checking our processes and is
much better value than Mazars who receive the
figures and very rarely even comment or query
them.

We are therefore seeking suggestions for
improvements from all and planning for both
the loss of the WDC grant and the short and
medium term changes that the LED project will
bring about.

RAILWAY LAND
The Railway Land is, in fact, two strips of land
that run between Treadaway Hill and Bridge
Bank Close and was the former railway line
which opened in 1854 and Loudwater Station
became a halt in 1968 because of decreased
service on the line. The station was closed and
demolished in 1970.

OUR OVERALL FINANCIAL POSITION
We are in a relatively healthy position and the
completion of the Footway LED Lighting Project
will improve our position considerably in the
medium term. In the short term we do have to
pay off a loan that covers some of the costs of
the LED lights. The LED lights should reduce our
power costs by at least 50% and as all the lights
are new and about 31% of the lighting columns
have been replaced the maintenance costs will
also be reduced.
On the downside the grant from Wycombe
District Council, which replaced the central
government support for some ratepayers on
benefits, is continuing to decline. It did represent
about 6% of our precept income, and would
have been much higher if more households

The land is in two parts as Bucks County Council
acquired the parcel of land in between for
the Loudwater Combined School. The land is
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challenging as apart from the flat bed where the
track lay it has some steeply sided slopes that
are difficult to work on.

We will therefore now be progressing with some
boundary markers as the old BR boundary fence
is rotting and there are incursions into our land.

The owner of Fennels Wood allows walkers to go
around the school site so that both parts can be
accessed together; the owner also allows access
into the wood.

It now is up to the parish council to see if it can
devise a scheme of tree removal or thinning
of branches that can be afforded and is
practicable. We are all too well aware that many
love these trees, appreciate the noise reduction
from the M40, and see them as a provider of
privacy, as well as being part of the natural
landscape. And sometimes neighbours have
differing views. It is going to be a slow process.

We have a plan for the management of the land
and a limited budget to look after it. Both can
be seen on our website.
However we kept hearing reports of concern
from some of the residents that back onto The
Railway Land. We arranged a public meeting in
February and a number of residents expressed
concerns about loss of light and fear that the
trees might blow over into their gardens or onto
their houses. We did ask these residents through
a questionnaire if they wished to take on the
ownership of the land in question and whilst a
few said yes, some did not respond or said that
they were more interested in the reduction of
removal of the trees. The land boundaries will
not now therefore be changed.

DEREHAMS ORCHARD GROUP NEWS
The Orchard is growing well and this year’s harvest was the best ever and has been shared by
all members who have taken part in activities. It has been put forward that next year we could
consider juicing all apples and pears.
A summer BBQ was held in August and was well attended by many families. The parish council
gave us permission to use the lower football area, very close to our orchard for parking and
for children to play ball games. This worked very well, as did the on-site toilet facilities again
provided by CWPC.
Plans are now being made for winter pruning and future on site events including nature walks,
moth talks, glow worm investigating. All are welcome and do join us.
The group would like to expand a little further and to include a new phase of planting which
would include fruit tree , trained over arches as well as cordons and espaliers. This should be very
interesting and absolutely typical of what can be done in our own small gardens.
New members are always welcome. Just e-mail: john@white-loudwater.co.uk

ANNUAL PARISH MEETING
Wednesday 4th April 2018 at Christ Church Community Hall,
Chapel Road, Flackwell Heath starting at 7pm
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THOSE BUTTONS AGAIN
As many residents will know, the Orchard
Group have established an active little orchard
in the southernmost corner of Derehams Lane
Recreation Ground in Loudwater. Each year
a new small plot has been dug for a further
planting session and each time someone
exclaims that another button has been found.
The last time this happened a great deal of
discussion ensued; many of the volunteers live
in the Derehams area and reported finding a lot
of buttons in their gardens. One person even
thought that there must have been a button
factory in the area at one time.

As a boy living in Keep Hill
near High Wycombe I can
remember the pulp pits
across the valley on Hatters
Lane hillside, just below Hatters Lane School
(Highcrest) !!
It is without doubt that the ‘Derehams Buttons’
came from the paper mills in the valley below,
all becoming mixed up in the pulp waste .
Luckily for all of us, the pulp waste being a
natural product rots down and has probably
helped increase the carbon content in the
garden soil of today!

Having worked in the local paper industry, I
was able to explain that this ‘button matter’
was nothing to do with a button factory but
involved the local paper industry. Way back in
time when Loudwater had three or four mills
along the River Wye and Backstream, paper
was produced. In those days rags were the
raw material used for the production of paper
pulp. Rags were collected from all major towns
and sorted in what became known as the ‘Rag
House’. All the buttons, woollen and other
non-cotton items were removed and then
boiled and beaten to produce cotton pulp.
Some filtration followed and further beating
eventually reducing the rags to fine paper
making fibres. The ‘pulp waste’ was eventually
carted away and tipped on the surrounding
hillsides, often in disused pits.

If we find any more ‘Buttons’ we should keep
them and make up a collection.
This also highlights the industrial growth in
Loudwater, particularly during the Industrial
Revolution.
The Paddington railway line is also a major
indication of this having had a station at
Loudwater. Why Loudwater ? Well, the mills
in the valley were growing in size and needed
coal to produce power to run them; they had
originally relied on water power. Development
of new machines meant that water was no
longer sufficient. Loudwater had one of the
largest coal tips in the area, close to Loudwater
railway station. A time long gone…. but very
interesting.
Cllr John White

DEREHAMS LANE RECREATION GROUND
Pitch Care
The pitch being scarified by the grounds maintenance contractor in readiness for
the football season.
The pitch will be very busy this year with four teams playing; Marlow United FC first
and second teams, Kingsmead FC and Wanderers FC.
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ALLOTMENTS
Chapel Road Flackwell Heath

Ashley Drive

In the past year the parish council has resurfaced
the central track on the site with 20mm Oxford
flat shingle; this work was undertaken by a
Community Payback team. Over the coming
months we aim to complete the back hedge
area with stock fencing and rabbit net.

If anybody feels they have green fingers and
are keen to try their hand at gardening we have
a number of vacant allotment plots at Ashley
Drive and they are reasonably priced; please
feel free to contact the office in Cock Lane for
further details.
The annual allotment picnic was held this year
on Saturday 5th August. Even though the
turnout was smaller this year and the weather
was unpredictable a great time was had by
those who came and we were rewarded in the
end with some sunshine. Our thanks to those
who helped organised the event.

The annual allotment BBQ was held this year on
Saturday 29th July and although the weather
was not very kind about 35 hardy folk turned up
and a good time was had by all; even when we
had to sit beneath their brollies. We would like
to thank those members who helped organise
the event.

Winners of the allotment competition were:
Highly recommended
Mr S Camilleri
3rd place
Mrs C Slingerland
2nd place
Mrs J Woodward
1st place
Mrs J Grimble

Winners of the allotment competition were:
Highly recommended
Mr R King
3rd place
Mrs L Lewis
2nd Place
Mr D Nicholls
1st place and Master Gardener Mr G Smith

PLAYGROUNDS
It’s sad to report that this year as a parish we have been plagued by vandalism in all our play
grounds, which as well as being fairly expensive to repair was also inconvenient to those who use
the facilities sensibly.
Our playground project which was started a few years ago is now in its final stage;
Loudwater is just about complete - an exercise trail and a tiny tot’s play area have been installed
at Derehams Lane Recreation Ground and are proving to be very popular, they are in a lovely
setting and are well worth a visit.
We are aiming to complete the next phase at the Straight Bit Recreation Ground by installing
a piece of equipment for high seas adventure – a ship. This has been chosen by residents via
various consultations.
Ashley Drive Recreation Ground - over the next few months we will be looking to add a piece
of equipment, freshen up the swings and fill in areas of surfacing in preparation for the eventual
fencing of the area.
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BLOTTING ON THE LANDSCAPE
Looking at the River Wye today it is hard to
imagine that the nine miles of river between
High Wycombe and Bourne End once powered
over 30 mill wheels, twenty of which were listed
in the Domesday Book of 1086. Most of these
started as corn mills and were a crucial factor
behind the growth of High Wycombe but by
the seventeenth century the majority of them
had reverted to rag based paper making. The
paper mills were temporarily closed in 1636
amidst fears that the rags were spreading
plague.
By 1815 mill numbers had increased to 34
and in the late 1820’s the introduction of
the Fourdrinier Machine caused handmade
paper production to become redundant. This
development in turn unfortunately made the
paper mills a target for the machine breakers
riots in 1830.

Advert from 1882

In 1898 the Fords laid on a water system for
Flackwell Heath and in 1931 they diversified and
began marketing the popular best selling Ford
Patent Fountain Pen, although the pen was
not manufactured or even assembled at the
Loudwater premises.

Of the five mills once based in Loudwater
the most productive was Snakeley’s, or
Fords Blotting Mill as it was better known, in
Boundary Road pictured below. A mill was
first recorded on this site as early as 1670 but
production really only reached its peak after
Thomas Burch Ford purchased the mill in 1878
for £6,150.

By 1959 Fords was the only rag paper mill left
but continued to prosper on the strength of
the world demand for blotting paper. The
subsequent drop in popularity of ink pens
and introduction of word processors caused
a corresponding drop in blotting paper
demand and the company was forced to cease
production in 1970.
The mill site was demolished in 1976 and the
chimney dynamited the following year. All that
remains is the original mill house now called
Snakeley House which is currently the company
premises of the Fish Partnership.

Ford’s blotting paper became world famous
and over the coming years it became a huge
enterprise. Not only blotting paper was
produced as the mill also made pharmaceutical
products and filtration mats used in bottling
beer and wine.
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Article provided by the Flackwell Local Area History
Group which was formed in 2012. Watch this space
for more historical articles in future editions.

KING’S WOOD WOODLAND OPERATIONS
Ride widening along northern
boundary track

It is proposed to undertake ride widening along
the northern boundary, which is currently
overshadowed by trees and persistently muddy
and wet. This involves removing trees from
along the edge of the path, focusing on the
younger ash, the subdominant beech and the
older birch and cherry.
A birch tree in the woods alongside the path,
rotten at the base and snapped in the wind.

AREA OF WORK

Wildlife
• Removal of these trees will effectively increase
the width of the gap in the canopy, allowing
more light to the path and the adjacent grassy
areas.
• Lighter conditions encourages ground
vegetation such as grasses, wildflowers, ferns
and woody shrubs. Through regular cutting,
this maintains a lower vegetation layer, which
is good habitat for birds.

Benefits
Safety
• Young encroaching ash on the right hand
side (between the path and the houses),
are growing in crowded, unstable positions
under the beech canopy behind them. They
are also at risk from ash dieback disease and
would become a potential hazard to the
public.

• The light encourages plants to flower and
fruit, enhancing the landscape and supporting
invertebrates, such as butterflies and bees.
• The lighter conditions at the woodland edge
also promotes flushes of leaves lower down
on trees, providing valuable cover for birds
and creating a screen from the outside of the
woodland.

• Subdominant beech are currently under the
canopy of dominant trees, causing them
to grow at an angle towards the light and
thereby becoming potentially unstable and
hazardous.

Amenity
• At the moment, the path is often muddy,
especially in wet weather. Removing the trees
overshadowing the path will allow the sun and
the wind to reach it, helping to keep it dry.

• Birch and cherry have shorter lifespans and
are prone to rot and collapse; several instances
of rotten, wind damaged and fallen trees have
been noted along this path, which becomes
more of a hazard the older trees get.

• The ash stems next to the path are bare,
cramped and often leaning; they offer little
cover and appear almost precarious. In reality,
they will only become more precarious and
eventually hazardous, and may even start
to drop branches if infected by ash dieback
disease.

• Trees growing in cramped conditions
often become tall and thin-stemmed; with
restricted room for roots to grow, they easily
become unstable and are more prone to
falling in windy conditions.
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ASH TREES

The pictures above, taken in October and July,
show the ash trees at the side of the path. The
stems have no leaves on them and provide little
or no cover.
An example of ash dieback found in the
foliage alongside the path in July 2017. It is
anticipated that this will eventually spread to
the upper canopy, causing the tops of the trees
to gradually die back and eventually require
removal for safety reasons.

Stacked logs will be collected by timber
lorries, accessing via the car parking area. Ride
widening and thinning along the entire path
is expected to produce up to 250 tonnes of
logs, which can be sold as firewood to help
contribute towards woodland operations.
After the operation, ground flora and
undergrowth should start to regenerate over
the following few years. Additional planting
of native flowering and fruiting shrubs, such
as hazel, dogwood and field maple, can help
speed this process, contributing to both the
ecological and the amenity value of the ride.
The felling will hopefully be done when the
weather is fine and the ground firm, however
even in summer it can rain and there will be
mud and noise. The track will recover and this
might take 12 months; walkers will need to use
the rest of the wood. Some of the timber stacks
may remain until the winter, when the firewood
market picks up. Please remember the timber
stacks are dangerous and no one should play
on them.

The Operation:
Trees would be hand cut and converted into
logs, which can then be stacked and removed
from site. Trees are felled using chainsaws,
and logs moved using a purpose built timber
forwarder. The felling and extraction of logs is
likely to take around 2-3 weeks, during which
time the path would be closed during work
hours. After the logs have been removed, the
remaining branches will be broken down by
chipping or mulching or stacked into wildlife
habitat piles and left to decompose in the
woodland.

Kings Wood, Western boundary
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TRACKS ON THE COMMON
The Common in Tylers Green is owned by the
parish council. It is blessed with a number of
tracks that serve houses that have a legal right
to access their properties. These tracks are part
of The Common and as with the rest of the
open space land were included in the land
registered as a Village Green in the 1960’s under
the Commons Registration Act. The Village
Green status includes the tracks as well as the
open space. The tracks serve few properties
and are generally rough gravel except for the
two through routes which were developed a
few years ago. There is no obligation on anyone
to maintain them to a particular standard and
as the speed limit is 5 mph, no vehicle should
come to any damage as they progress slowly.

do not park and obstruct the tracks. Remember
emergency vehicles are large and obviously
need to be able to get to their destination
unimpeded.
Please respect the growing number of ‘No
Parking’ signs and never impede emergency
vehicle access anywhere.
The parish council is continually being pressed
to do more to maintain these tracks although
they have limited community benefit and the
budget we have in this area is quite small. Also
their condition and surfacing has not changed
for very many years. The main damage is done
by heavy lorries but there is no practicable
way to keep them off as all the houses have
deliveries etc.

The special status of Village Greens as open
spaces for the enjoyment of all is protected
by a number of Acts of Parliament. It is illegal
to dig up, drive over, park on or damage the
surface of a Village Green. (See the Inclosure
Act 1857 s12; The Commons Act 1876 s29; the
Law of Property Act 1925 s193(4) and the Road
Traffic Act 1988 s34(1).) The parish council has
a legal duty to be cognisant of these laws in its
management of the Common.

Proposals for some of the tracks in the poorest
condition have been prepared and we are
about to consult on them. There are insufficient
funds to undertake them unless we get
significant contributions from residents as well.

There was a major incident recently caused by
inconsiderate parking, which is never permitted,
near the village hall when an emergency vehicle
(namely a fire engine) could not gain access to
the property it needed. Going into the village
hall to get cars moved is not always an option
but it just about worked on this occasion. Please

ASH DIE BACK IN KING’S WOOD
First confirmed in Britain in 2012 Chalara, also known as, ash dieback , is a
disease of ash trees caused by a fungus called Hymenoscyphus fraxineus.
(previously called Chalara fraxinea).
Chalara causes leaf loss, crown dieback and bark lesions in affected trees.
Once a tree is infected the disease is usually fatal, by weakening the tree
making them prone to attacks by other pests or disease.
Some ash trees appear to be able to tolerate or resist infection, which could
in part be due to genetic factors – these are being studied to try to breed
disease tolerant ash trees for the future.
The picture unfortunately shows evidence of Chalara in King’s Wood – the
young saplings in ‘Yaffle Glade’ seem to have succumbed.
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MAGPIE WOOD
This council acquired the wood in April 2015 and quickly
adopted the Management Plan that was prepared by Brian
Turnock a former councillor. The winter and spring of 2016/17
provided the first real opportunity to improve the wood once
the structures that had been put in place by the previous
owner had been sorted. A small working party led and
mainly manned by Cllr Clive Jordan and Brian Turnock, with
some help from Community Payback, have spent the winter
working on the plateau; improving its appearance through
the selective removal and thinning of the many saplings that
had sprung up. The result is a clearer wood with views being
established. Winter should see the completion of this phase.
The councillors visited the wood as part of a committee site
visit in July and were able to see first-hand that work that
had been completed. We also inspected three trees that had
grown across the path to the west of the site and across the
adjoining gardens and arranged to have them removed.
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